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Introduction

Gold Ofir is an innovative company that seeks to foster the growth of
startups and promising business opportunities (PBOs) through its
Financial Support Token, the FGOL (Foment GOL). Based in Georgia -
GE, the company expands its services worldwide in partnership with
Blockum DAO, a decentralized community that approves and assists in
the selection process of startups and PBOs.

Value Proposition - Boosting Startups and Promising Business
Opportunities

The digital era has transformed various sectors, creating opportunities
for new businesses and innovative solutions. Gold Ofir, through its
FGOL financial support token, aims to support startups and promising
business opportunities (PBOs), generating value and sustainable
growth in the global entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Gold Ofir's value proposition is to provide financial and strategic
support to startups and PBOs with potential for success. Through its
FGOL token, Gold Ofir seeks to boost the development of innovative
companies while, at the same time, providing returns to participants
of the Blockum DAO community. The partnership between Gold Ofir
and Blockum DAO allows for a thorough and discerning analysis and
selection of startup and PBO proposals, ensuring that only the best
opportunities are supported.



Glossary of Terms

Gold Ofir: Company that provides the FGOL Financial Support
Token for investments in startups and promising business
opportunities (PBOs). 
FGOL (Foment GOL): Financial Support Token used by Gold Ofir
to invest in startups and PBOs. 
Blockum DAO: Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)
that collaborates with Gold Ofir in the analysis and selection of
startups and PBOs for investment. 
Startups: Young and innovative companies seeking to develop and
scale new solutions in the market. 
Promising Business Opportunities (PBOs): Projects or companies
with potential for growth and success in the market. 
LP Tokens (Liquidity Provider Tokens): Tokens issued by a
decentralized exchange, such as SushiSwap, that represent the
user's participation in the liquidity pool. 
GSTAR Pool: Liquidity pool created on SushiSwap, composed of
50% GOL tokens and 50% WETH. 
HODL: A popular term in the cryptocurrency world, originating
from a typo of "hold" in a Bitcoin discussion forum. HODL refers to
the practice of keeping and not selling cryptocurrencies, even in
times of price volatility, with the expectation that their value will
increase in the long term. This strategy is based on the idea that
the adoption and development of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technology will bring significant returns in the future.



Glossary of Terms

WETH: "Wrapped" version of Ether (ETH), allowing it to be traded
as an ERC20 token. 
Smart Contract: Autonomous and programmable contract that
facilitates the execution of transactions and activities on a
blockchain platform. 
ERC20: Technical standard used for creating tokens on the
Ethereum blockchain and other EVM networks.



The Strategic Alliance: Gold
Ofir and Blockum DAO

The collaboration between Gold Ofir and Blockum DAO combines
Gold Ofir's financial and strategic expertise with the decentralized
governance and collective wisdom of the Blockum DAO community.
This partnership ensures that only the best startup and PBO proposals
are selected and supported, resulting in higher chances of success
and returns for investors.



Competitive Advantages:
The Unique Business Model
of Gold Ofir

Thorough and careful analysis and selection: The partnership with
Blockum DAO enables a detailed and rigorous selection process,
identifying companies with high growth potential and success.

Recurring returns and profit distribution: Investors and Blockum
DAO community members benefit from a recurring distribution of
45% of the profits generated by supported startups and PBOs.

Transparent and participatory governance: The involvement of the
Blockum DAO community in the decision-making process and
voting on proposals ensures an open and democratic governance
environment.

Forced HODL: By allocating LP tokens to the GSTAR pool, users
secure their participation in profits and benefit from HODLing two
rising assets.

Gold Ofir offers several competitive advantages for startups and
investors:



Connecting Startups and
Investors: The Role of the
FGOL Token

The FGOL token is the central element connecting startups, investors,
and the Blockum DAO community. By investing in FGOL, investors and
startups have the opportunity to participate in a dynamic and
promising ecosystem, driving growth and success for the supported
companies.



Security and Reliability: The
Blockum DAO Smart
Contract

Gold Ofir and Blockum DAO prioritize security and reliability in all
transactions and interactions within the ecosystem. The Blockum DAO
smart contract uses the OpenZeppelin library, ensuring the
implementation of the ERC20 standards and a secure and robust
access control.



Distribution and Allocation
of FGOL Tokens

220 million FGOL tokens (22%) were sold to the co-founders of
Gold Ofir. This initial allocation allowed the funding of the
company's early operations and the development of the
ecosystem.
500 million FGOL tokens (50%) are reserved for the support of
startups and PBOs. These tokens will be used to invest in promising
companies, ensuring the growth and success of the ecosystem.
280 million FGOL tokens (28%) will be used for the maintenance
and development of Gold Ofir. This allocation will ensure the
sustainability and continuity of the company's operations.

Gold Ofir generated a total of 1 billion FGOL tokens, with the
following distribution and allocation:

It's worth noting that 10% of the agreed-upon value between Gold
Ofir and the startups/PBOs will be allocated to the maintenance of
Blockum DAO. This ensures that Blockum DAO also remains sustainable
and continues to collaborate with Gold Ofir in the analysis and
selection of the best investment opportunities.

FOMENT STARTUPS/PBOS
50%

GOLD OFIR
28%

CO FOUNDERS
22%



Possibility of Additional
FGOL Token Issuance

If in the future there is a need for more resources to support startups
and PBOs or for the maintenance of Gold Ofir and Blockum DAO,
there is the possibility of issuing an additional amount of FGOL tokens.
This additional issuance will be subject to the approval of the Blockum
DAO community and the terms established by the smart contract.

In this way, the Gold Ofir and Blockum DAO ecosystem remains
flexible and adaptable to future needs, ensuring the ability to
continue supporting promising startups and PBOs, as well as ensuring
the sustainability of the entire ecosystem in the long run.



The Opportunity to Invest
in the Future
The Gold Ofir proposal represents a unique opportunity for investors,
startups, and members of the Blockum DAO community to participate
in an innovative and promising ecosystem. By investing in the FGOL
token, all parties have the chance to collaborate in the development
and growth of companies with high potential for success.

The strategic alliance between Gold Ofir and Blockum DAO ensures a
thorough analysis and selection process, providing greater security
and reliability in the investments made. The recurring distribution of
profits and the transparent and participatory governance offer
significant competitive advantages for the participants in this
ecosystem.

With the use of the Blockum DAO smart contract, Gold Ofir ensures
that transactions and interactions within the ecosystem are secure
and reliable, providing a conducive environment for the growth and
success of the supported startups and PBOs.

In summary, by investing in the FGOL token and becoming part of the
Blockum DAO community, you will be not only supporting a future filled
with innovation and success but also generating significant returns
and contributing to the growth of promising companies worldwide.
This is your chance to invest in the future and be part of the global
entrepreneurship revolution. Don't miss this opportunity!



Diagram of the Governance
and Operation of the Gold
Ofir

The user allocates WETH and FGOL in the GSTAR Pool and
receives LP Tokens as collateral.
The user allocates these LP Tokens in the Blockum DAO Smart
Contract.
Gold Ofir distributes FGOL to approved Startups and PBOs.
The Startups and PBOs return the investment and possible gains in
FGOL to Blockum DAO.
Blockum DAO, in turn, distributes FGOL proportionally to the
holders of LP Tokens.

Here is the revised explanation of the diagram:
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